Bass wiring harness

We have a small team of people that love crafting Pro-Wired Electronics and we take pride in
producing the absolutes best. We use custom specified parts, perfected techniques, and hand
test to ensure that your harness will be an upgrade for your guitar, from factory model to
custom shop. This prevents tone 'muddiness' at low volumes by allowing high frequencies to
pass along a separate path to your amp, rather than being stopped short by the increasing
resistance at the volume control. Other Models - We cannot guarantee that these will fit any
other guitar. Install Manual. Trouble Shooting. I bought this to replace the pots in my early mim
jazz bass. Worthwhile investment and will make future pup upgrades quick and easy. I had
replaced the wiring harness several years ago and it sounded fine but I just recently replaced it
again with the obsidian wire harness and it sounds much better. There is greater separation in
the voicing of the notes. People listening to the music can distinguish the difference and
comment on how good the bass sounds. I highly recommend the Goodall team! Add the pot
diameter and encourage the buyer to check before ordering. Let them know Where they can buy
replacement control covers knobs. I'm impressed. First off let me say that tonally this mod is
spot on.. I've chosen Fralin vintage J bass pickups and I have great vintage tone. Secondly this
is the cleanest, best deigned assembly I've ever seen. The solderless install was fast and easy.
A genuinely ingenious product. Highest quality and dropped straight in to my American
Standard jazz bass with perfect fit into the control plate. I used old school Dimarzio pickups.
Plugged the pickups in and done. Amazing sound! I look forward to upgrading all of my guitars
and basses to Obsidian products. Highly recommend. These kits took me about 10 minutes per
bass to install. Seriously, it couldn't be easier! Installation was a breeze. The hardest part was
connecting the wires from the pickups, but that was due to the pickup wires not being long
enough! Th Obsidian harness does the job well, and everything sounds great! Excellent build
quality. The quality of the product is outstanding. Excellent quality. Quick shipment to USA. My
old eyes needed help to see the small no-solder connectors. Brought my Jazz bass back to full
functiom. Super easy to install. The jack and pots in my 20 something year old Mexican jazz
bass were a little noisy. Probably a little corroded or something. These got rid of the buzz and
are incredibly easy to install. No solder! Purchased a second one for my fretless bass. Love this
product. Outstanding tone and easy to install. Five stars. I used this unit on a Stagg Jazz Bass
clone with good bones but cheap electrics. It has transformed the sound. Very easy and quick
to install, great innovative product. Very nice! Installation takes less than 5 min. Makes my
low-end Jazz Bass imitation sound great. Clear sound, no humming anymore. I have quite a
guitar and bass collection. I also do builds for other people. Obsidian Wire controls are in every
one of them. The ease with which these install in a no brainer but the quality of these wiring
harnesses is second to none. I recommend them to anyone looking for a quality upgrade! Great
product! Super easy to install, and the upgrade to my Squier Jazz Bass has added both clarity
and fullness to the existing stock pickups. A must have mod! Received the Obsidian k Jazz
Bass kit yesterday. Installation was a snap. Up and going in under 30 mins. The sound is
awesome. All controls are excellent quality and the workmanship is superb. Fits perfectly. Never
again. I cannot beat the quality and simplicity of installation. What a great product. In short absolutely brilliant. Replaced the cheap electrics on a Squier Jazz Bass and the difference is
really tangible. Smooth operation, great tone. The ordering and delivery were also excellent. I
also bought the Jazz Bass knob set so the bass now sounds and looks proper! Installation is a
breeze, and you can be up and running in no time at all. All my guitar builds and general fiddling
about will include the Obsidian products wherever possible. Just need one for the Fishman
Fluence pickup set and we are good to go! I have a Pro Bass now,Love it! I really wanted to, but
the tone was just never quite right. Even after swapping out the pickups a couple times, I never
found a sound I truly loved. It wasn't long after deciding to ditch the active electronics that I
stumbled across Obsidian Wire's Pro-wired products. I was intrigued by the solderless
installation, the promise of top notch components, and the glowing reviews found on all of their
products, so I figured I'd give it a whirl. I just received my order today, and after a short time
spent tinkering with this bass in the workshop, I slapped some strings on, plugged it in, crossed
my fingers, and What a difference! The Obsidian Wire kit and a set of Nordstrand NJ5s sound
amazing together, and my opinion of this guitar has completely changed. As the rest have
stated, the craftsmanship was superb and the kit came out of the box ready to pair up with the
control plate. Installation and setup was as simple as it gets. I'll certainly be singing Obsidian
Wire's praises for quite a while. If you're in the market for a wiring kit for your bass, give one of
these a shot. You won't be disappointed! I purchased the Traditional Vintage for my jazz bass.
The build quality is top notch and the improved tone is incredible. The unit is very easy to install
and the instructions are clear. I plan on upgrading to a set of Bill Lawrence J pups and I can't
wait to hear the result. Thanks to everyone at Obsidian. This harness leaves nothing to be
desired. Truly outstanding build quality. The customer service is every bit as quality as the

product. I will most definitely be recommending this to any and everyone who will listen! My old
Made In Mexico Jazz bass needed a re-wiring job and I used the Obsidian kit with a new set of
"vintage noiseless" Fender brand pickups. The results were amazing. LOVE the simplicity of the
no-solder connections and the ability to work with different pickups, etc without having to
de-solder and re-solder all the joints. The wiring was beautifully done, a true work of artisan
craftsmanship. Well worth the extra cost for the high quality. The J bass wiring harness has
given me the most responsive and best sound tone I've ever had, the harness sits snug inside
and was so simple to install, if I ever tour I will purchase another one as a backup since it would
be so easy to swap over on the road with no soldering. Free worldwide delivery is awesome too
particularly as I live in the UK. Warranty: At ObsidianWire we use only the absolute best
components and craftsmanship. We are so confident that you will experience years of trouble
free use, that we guarantee it with an industry leading, three year warranty. If you feel that your
Pro-Wired Electronics are not working like they should, please contact us and we will fix or
replace them as soon as possible. Reviews Add to Basket. View basket Checkout. New Wishlist.
Make wishlist public. Create Wishlist. Reviews 29 Write a Review. Show more. Write a Review
Name:. Email Address:. View Product. View Product Add to Basket. Each day we set out to beat
your expectations. Mediocre results and sound simply won't cut it for us. Everything that we
craft has our heart and soul put into it so when you unbox your hard-earned products, you
instantly feel the quality and old school craftsmanship Emerson Custom is known for
worldwide. We're constantly dreaming, tinkering, testing and building to create unique products
that inspire sonic creativity. Something exciting came in the mail today! Huge shoutout to
emersoncustom. Their products are absolutely insane and built with passion. To all my guitar
player friends, I highly recommend you guys check out these new MK2 pedals! I have to say,
Mitch is the real deal. He's mega busy running his company and taking care of his family
including his newborn but he still took the time to show me around and let me play with some
new products that you guys will hear about before too long. These are the kind of people and
companies that are worth supporting. Do yourself and your rig a favor and pick up one of these
updated pedals, and keep your eyes peeled for some sick new stuff from these guys! Out of all
my guitars, I just love this one the most. It looks so classy and sounds so good. I upgraded the
electronics with an emersoncustom Prewired Tele Kit and it improved the overall tone of the
guitar. There is no better drop-in Esquire Wiring solution than the Emerson Esquire wiring
harness. The combination of top tier components along with the quality craftsmanship put into
every harness gives your Esquire the most pure and useable tonal options your pickup can
supply. I like to find cheap but solid guitars at pawn shops and turn them into great sounding
players. A few weeks ago I bought the 3-way Telecaster harness to go in to a Squier Telecaster.
Once I installed the harness my Tele with stock but not bottom of the line pickups, it came to
life. The clarity and Tone are amazing. These harnesses are the single best upgrade anyone
could do to their instrument. The workmanship and attention to detail are unparalleled. I have a
background in electronic repair so I know a good solder and wire routing job when I see one.
The workmanship is detail oriented and top notch. I'm putting Emerson harnesses in all my
guitars from now on. Pause slideshow Play slideshow. Previous slide Next slide. Prewired Kits.
Our products are built by musicians for musicians. Stop video. Play video. The word around the
world. If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or simply need some replacement part
numbers, these lists and diagrams should help you get started. The model list is, for the most
part, of instruments currently in production. This list is by no means comprehensive, and
documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes available. Note: Modifications to
an existing Fender instrument currently under warranty, or service performed on a Fender
instrument currently under warranty by any person other than authorized Fender service
centers and technicians holding a certificate of warranty service authorization for the period
during which the work was performed, will void the instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older
guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching control function diagrams predate formatting
which would allow us to make them available on this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list
or diagram for your specific instrument on this page, we may still be able to furnish you with a
"hard" copy from our archive. You may check the availability of older material by contacting
Fender's Consumer Relations Department by phone at If we have the document you seek, we're
happy to send you a copy. You may also drop us a line at:. The table below lists instruments by
model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part numbers and
specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or discontinuation without
notice. The template holds the components correctly so the finished harness fits neatly into the
guitar's wiring cavity. You simply solder your pickup lead wires to the harness. Got questions?
Call or email us. A friendly gearhead will be happy to help! Bought these to replace the pots that
came with my Fender Player Precision Bass. I had tried different pickups and the soldering and

resoldering on the stock pots was a mess so I wanted to replace them to clean up the inside of
my P Bass. Easily fit in my 58 Gold Anodized Pickguard. Instructions were clear except for the
bridge grounding wire. I cut the wire that came with this set and just soldered the bridge ground
to the tone pot. They definitely seem higher quality. So I am satisfied. This is a nice pre-wired
harness kit. If you are upgrading one of the Fender Squier series, you will likely need new knobs
too. This is my third one from SM. Nonetheless a time saver with quality parts. Very easy to
install and great sounding product! The customer service that absolutely top notch - would not
hesitate to order from Stew Mac again. They are a class act. This worked well for fixing my old
p-bass with some frozen pots. The materials were of good quality at least as good or better than
the original. While the price was high, it was justified by the amount of labor it saved. I bought
this to update my Squire P Bass. Very simple and wow, what a change. Clear volume and tone.
This is the way to go. Was having volume issues with original v mod pickups, so I went to '63
custom shop pickups. Still volume issues, so switched out pots with some "solderless" set up.
Still volume issues. Tried the old reverse pickups trick, still volume issues but just the opposite
problems. Just spent 20 minutes last night installing the Golden Age pre-wired harness from SM
and volume problems solved!!! My bass has had much use and instead of changing one part at
a time I took out the old harness and replaced it with yours. Sounds much better. New life for
the old girl! My 68 P-Bass was having all kinds of issues that this kit fixed in about 15 minutes.
Bad and noisy volume and tone controls, loose input jack, deteriorated wiring Super easy to do
We Ship Worldwide! Close Overlay. In stock, ready to ship! Add to Cart Save to Wishlist. Ready
to drop into your bass! Worth every penny! Write a review 4. Feedback Comments. Our mobile
site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback below Your Name.
Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Shaft diameter. Threaded portion height. Required
mounting hole diameter. We have a small team of people that love crafting Pro-Wired
Electronics and we take pride in producing the absolutes best. We use custom specified parts,
perfected techniques, and hand test to ensure that your harness will be an upgrade for your
guitar, from factory model to custom shop. This prevents tone 'muddiness' at low volumes by
allowing high frequencies to pass along a separate path to your amp, rather than being stopped
short by the increasing resistance at the volume control. Other Models - We cannot guarantee
that these will fit any other guitar. Install Manual. Trouble Shooting. Excellent product that
comes as advertised. The quality is top-notch with very solid connections. I'm not the most
delicate person with small components, but the harness easily withstood my ham-handedness.
Installed very easily. The treble bleed mod is genius to get the full dynamic tone of my "62
Custom pickups at low practice volume through headphones no less. I ordered a 2nd one for
my other P-Bass. Even if I wasn't switching pickups, this harness alone is worth the upgrade.
The set up was amazingly fast and easy to install. I have a custom made P bass and the wiring
and controls were not the quality that this is. It is smooth and amazing. The tone control is
absolutely astonishing. It made this custom bass come into its own on clarity and tone. All my
future basses will have this. I'm a dude that looooves to constantly swap pickups, and this
makes it beyond easy, I recently brought my first Fender P back from the grave and I cannot
express to everyone how easy it was to pop in and play. If youre thinking about buying this, just
do it. Your friends will envy you, and your life will be better. I also wanted to allow him to easily
swap out pickups. Enter the Obsidianwire harness which is absolutely elegant, sophisticated,
robust and just beautifully wired. It is like having a Jaguar E-type under the pots. It is that cool.
Great sound , awesome treble circuit that helps the mids at lower volumes and just so damn
easy to install. It is simply the best out there and I could not be more pleased. Thanks guys!
Andy St Pierre. I got this for a precision bass I have that was having some electrical issues with
its stock wiring. I liked the pickup so I decided to replace the wiring harness. My tech touched
up the pickup connections and installed this kit and things sound great now! Even taper on
both the volume and tone controls. Also, everything is dead silent when not playing or touching
the strings. This is maybe the only bass I have that doesn't have any noise when not playing.
Highly recommended and I might get one of these for my other precision bass! Super simple to
install, and build quality is outstanding! The full range of tone at both the upper and lower ends
of the spectrum is now enhanced,. Installed the Obsidian wiring harness in an old Fender
P-bass. It could not have been easier! Everything works great. Highly recommended! I've had
this harness in my Fender P for 2 years now and it still functions perfectly. I'm a huge fan of the
treble bleed now and will not use anything else. The controls are smooth and quiet. All the
hardware is the highest quality. Installation and pickup changes couldn't be easier. This is an
excellent product and I'm proud to own it. Obsidian pre-wired controls for my vintage P-Bass
installed easily and sound smooth. I definitely consider this a solid upgrade. Thank you.
Couldn't be happier with the ease of installation and performance of the prefab P Bass Pot set I
purchased P Bass back to life! Excellent product. Hooked up the pick up wires and the bridge

ground wire, installed the pots and input jack into the plate and screwed it back onto the bass.
Easy and fast. Sounds great. I use these in all of my project builds I love the p bass deluxe
passion and dedication goes into these kiwi legends you can tell as soon as you open the box
highly recommended. I bought these because I have to been happy with the pots that came from
fender when I took them off it said js pots which from using them in the past they work good but
cts is way better I came across this watching YouTube and became very fascinated on the idea
of solderless wiring kits. I was worried these wouldn't fit my bass because it's a 5 string but
they fit perfectly when using these I noticed my low b string became very loud and you could
hear every note which I could never from the older pots. I give this 5 stars just for that reason
alone. I would write about the quality in it but I just put new strings on but from what I can hear I
like them so far. Kit looks to be very good quality. I installed it in an older Affinity PBass, and it
really made a difference. Only downside is that the wiring diagram was not too clear. Top notch,
though! Great product! Quick installation, and superior quality to the stock harness. I Highly
recommend the upgrade. The Obsidian wire kit blew me completely away. Allow me to address
how easy it was to install, Simply steps. The entire process was done in under 10 minutes. I'm
more than satisfied. Why my satisfaction? I own a Fender mom p bass. I notice that the wiring
frequency would change each time I got ready to play. Just all sorts of problems. When I
removed the stock wiring I understood. From the moment I installed the Obsidian wire kit, my
bass came alive. You must give this product a try. You can't go wrong. So easy to install and
made my Mexican precision bass sound stronger than stock electronics. Definitely recommend
to anyone who wants to upgrade their instrument. Two tools I hate: chainsaws and soldering
irons. I was looking for a drop-in solution for my Squier Affinity P and this is pretty much the
only game in town maybe the world? I had to make the holes on the pickguard bigger because
it's a Squier, but the unit fit perfectly after that. It took me more than several tries to get the
wires to stay in the push connectors, but once they're in, they're in. Best feature of the install is
the extra ground connection, which I used to ground the copper cavity shielding I installed.
Bass is dead quiet now, which was the purpose of my rebuild; 18 year old guitar needed some
TLC. I'm very happy with the final result. Volume tracks well to zero and the tone range is good.
Easily worth the price and arrived faster than I thought. This kit was amazing! I had never done
anything with my electronics before so this was a first for me. After reading the instructions
provided with the kit and looking up some bass wiring diagrams I put everything together. It
was pretty easy overall and a great activity. I did the 'twist the wires together and wrap them in
tape' bodge. Wasn't really happy about this and I've never had much luck soldering to the back
of pots - so looked around for a solderless alternative. Decided to give the Obsidian Wire loom a
go First impressions were favourable - the quality of workmanship really is A1 as is the quality
of the components used. Same amount of 'give' to the pots is especially welcome. Installation
was a breeze and there was no modification required to my pickguard. The only slight issue I
had was that like the OW loom my pickups have cloth pushback wire. Couldn't understand why
the connectors were not gripping until I realised I was just pushing the sleeve down and not the
wire inside - doh It's easy to see by the connectors when the wire is correctly seated and they
grip really well Everything 'feels' a lot better now, pots are smooth and the Switchcraft jack is
solid. Soundwise the treble bleed mod works for me - and allows more variety on the tone
control. A minute install and while it's not cheap, it is worth every penny. Fantastic customer
service and rapid shipping to the remote Island in the English Channel where I live. Amazing
upgrade. Straight forward install with press in connectors. Install would have taken no more
than 10 minutes and pleasingly straightforward. It's hard not to install it properly. Then, you
plug bass in and wow! Everything about that product oozes quality. The knobs are smooth to
turn and the whole thing look indestructible. Highly recommended. I upgraded both my jazz
bass and my p bass with the obsidianwire harness. Personal background: No experience
soldering or rewiring guitar electronics. The harness was a close fit, however I did have to
widen the holes in the bass slightly to accommodate the closer pot spacing. Sandpaper did the
trick. After this slight delay, I installed this harness myself in a very marginal amount of time 10
minutes maybe. I love it. I don't have an experienced ear when it comes to tone improvements,
but the controls work smoothly and reliably. Everything is as it should be, and so far, no issues.
The 2 guitar picks included were a nice bonus. Whenever I get myself a Fender, I'll surely move
this harness into that bass and give myself an easy way to hot-swap different pickups in the
future. Would gladly purchase from ObsidianWire again! Nice and well done visually, although
useless because shafts incompatible with market standards Warmoth, Fender, etc for pots. Lost
"investment". I have two p-basses American Standard and I had this upgrade installed I
could've done it myself but I don;t have a soldering iron, etc, so, was just easier to let my friend,
who owns a music store do it I have SB3 pickups on both of my basses, and this wiring harness
is a nice addition, along with my new bridge, my p-bass never sounded better. Sounds great!!

Overall, just clearer sound and a little more "oomph! Received it very quickly also. I have a Lace
Aluma-P bass pick up that I like a. Matthew dropped one in for me instead of the. Customer
service is TOPS! Easy to install and sounds great! I will share a pic on FB when I get a chance.
Thanks again! Received my kit very soon after roll out. Installation took me maybe 15 mins,
mostly due to pick guard removal and replacement. I've never done anything like this in my life,
always relying on my tech for such complicated procedures, but now I'm looking forward to
ordering kits for my other two P's. Thanks to the Obsidian folks for a great product, the fit and
finish is excellent, my bass sounds great and I did it myself in 15 minutes!!! BTW, 3XL for the
t-shirt. Warranty: At ObsidianWire we use only the absolute best components and
craftsmanship. We are so confident that you will experience years of trouble free use, that we
guarantee it with an industry leading, three year warranty. If you feel that your Pro-Wired
Electronics are not working like they should, please contact us and we will fix or replace them
as soon as possible. Reviews Add to Basket. View basket Checkout. New Wishlist. Make
wishlist public. Create Wishlist. Reviews 30 Write a Review. Show more. Write a Review Name:.
Email Address:. View Product. View Product Add to Basket. Out of stock - More Coming Soon.
They are an exact fit for your Any of the Pre-Wired Harnesses from Bartolini work with any of
our pickups to create an active volume and tone control system for your bass or guitar. A
professionally pre-wired harness saves the time and aggravation of wiring your preamp and
pots into your instrument. They feature our pro-level preamps and premium audio-quality pots
and switches with smooth control and ready for years of rugged use. As a pro-level artist, you
can fine tune your voice by choosing the right preamp and controls for your instrument. We
make 2-band and 3-band EQ preamps with different frequency responses and control ranges in
a lot of different configurations. To find your pre-wired preamp harness, you can start by finding
your preamp or start with finding your control layout. Or you can do a quick search if you
already know what you want. Browse the many layouts available. All pre-wired harnesses
include an output jack and battery clips. The pots and jack are all grounded for noise rejection
and are flexible to fit a variety of hole patterns. We use only professional lead-free solder with
non-corrosive flux. Click a graphic to see the preamp and control options in that layout. This is
a common upgrade for many modern basses with 3-band EQ controls and a toggle switch. Your
voice is a combination of your pickups, strings, instrument materials and construction, and
playing technique. Your ability to boost and cut the right frequencies as needed are key to
controlling your voice. Check out the frequency response graphs below. The charts below show
the frequency response envelopes of the different preamp choices. Don't worry if you don't fully
understand the charts - there is more description on the pages that link from here. Click a
graphic to get more info about each preamp and the controls and layouts available. The sound
is extremely clear and transparent. The high frequency treble response allows for a bright and
sparkly t
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one when you need it. Often used in fretless instruments for more focused mid control, the FL
voice is the same as the original Bartolini TMB from the s. The NTBT features an adjustable gain
which allows you to boost the input signal up to 4X while maintaining flat frequency response.
TCT is the original Bartolini on-board preamp. It has Bass, Mid, and Treble controls with very
low noise and wide adjustment range and can be used in 2-band or 3-band mode. Bass and
Treble bands can be boosted or cut. The Mid band is narrow notch cut for excellent slap tone.
An MCT mid boost module can be added for full boost and cut of the mid. TCT is the original
Bartolini preamp with inter-dependent controls, so it is a tone shaping preamp rather than a
strict EQ and requires expertise. Like the TCT, it is a vintage, complex product where each
frequency band adjustment affects the other bands as well. Pre-Wired Harness. Search for:.
Start by Finding Your Control Layout. Or Start by Finding Your Preamp.

